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While the approach to construction abides by the concept 
of  ‘Restore, Integrate and Intervene’, and each section has a 
slightly different approach to new construction, certain general 
principles apply to the redevelopment of the whole building:

General
All new work must be easily identifiable
Throughout the Turbine Hall the structural integrity of the 
old building must be preserved; infill may be removed where 
appropriate but the existing concrete structural frame must be 
preserved
It must be ensured that the legibility of the existing envelope 
remains
Strictly no imitation of existing construction

Restore
New elements to touch the old lightly
Emphasis on the existing
Reuse restored elements from deconstructed parts of the 
building

Integrate
Pull away from and expose the existing structure
Work within the existing envelope
New work draws on memory of the old
Emphasis on the interplay between the new and the old

Intervene
Pop out of existing building
Materials contrast with the existing
Emphasis on the new

How new structural steel connects with the existing concrete 
structure varies in each third of the building and is a good 
example of the different tectonic approach for the different 
sections.

[chapter 8] technical approach
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[Fig. 161] Restore - The new steel 
touches the existing concrete lightly, 
a steel spacer separates the two 
making it seem like they do not even 
touch

[Fig. 162] Integrate - A steel 
haunch is fixed to the existing 
column to support the new beam, 
this emphasises how the two are 
connected

[Fig. 163] Intervene - In this 
instance two beams are used and 
run past the column making it 
seem like they are not even directly 
connected

 
 
 



[intervene] arts

[D1-D1] section showing typical new construction

[D1-D1] section through residential units 1:100 [D1-D1] section showing new, restored and demolished work 1:200

[new cavity basement construction]
part of existing slab removed and then made good

course stone infill
derbygum waterproofing or approved equivalent

stretcher course on edge to allow for ventilation into cavity
weephole with geotextile cover

110mm cavity
screed

120mm concrete slab reinforced with steel mesh to engineer’s specification
0.45 poliolefin damp proof membrane (black)

layer of losely laid bricks
200mm no fines concrete base to a fall towards sumps with geopipes laid in a herringbone pattern

existing basement floor
sump to engineer’s specification    

 

see detail B2

detail B1

see detail B3

parking

basement parking

[new floors]
ground and polished terrazzo

Q deck: QL21 floor
406x178 galvanised steel I beam

150x150 angle  around columns to support floor

[new timber mezzanine floors]
plywood floor panels fixed with 50mm timber screws alongs joists @ 300mm c/c
220x44 PAR sofwood timber joists @ 600mm c/c
softwood timber noggings @ 600mm c/c
mineral fibre seal between joist and wall

[new green roof]
90degree side outlet 

grass
150mm soil cover

geotextile
stones

derbygum waterproofing or equal approved
screed to fall

ground and polished terrazzo
no fines concrete fill

damp proof membrane
screed

existing roof slab

[new timber curtain wall]
152x89 galvanised steel I beam
150x50 laminated timber supports
arranged panels of laminated wired, opaque and coloured glass
 

arts & crafts gallery

artists’ studio

[detail B1] 1:10
extraction vent 
203x203 H section columns
extraction duct
75mm galvanised steel downpipes
steel mentic grid
40x40 steel angle
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[Fig. 164] 1:20 Technical section
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[existing section]

blue [new] red [demolished]

[Fig. 165] D1 - D1 section through existing building

[Fig. 166] D1 - D1 section showing new and demolished work

 
 
 




